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How to make a shrub or climber flower
Sometimes you plant a shrub or climber expecting a glorious display of flowers and it just
refuses to perform. It probably grows quite well; maybe too well. Lots of leaves and not a sign
of a bud or bloom. That lack of flowers can be for a number of reasons, so firstly establish if it
is a result of something you are doing, or if it is a problem with the plant.

Lack of flowers can be a result of incorrect pruning or snipping
at the wrong time of year. As a rule all flowering shrubs are
pruned soon after flowering, removing some of the shoots that
have flowered and
leaving new shoots
to develop ready to
flower the following
season. If you prune
a few months later
you may well be
cutting off next
year’s flowers.
Wisterias are
notorious for being stubborn to flower and this can be the
result of pruning with a pair of shears, rather than cutting back
the shoots in midsummer
and midwinter to
produce flowering
“spurs”. These are short
knobbly branches, like
the ones on fruit trees
that produce blossom
and apples.
Another reason may
be lack of light. Most
flowering shrubs and climbers need at least four hours of
direct sunlight to bloom well. As gardens get smaller, shade
becomes more of an issue. If parts of your garden are in shade
throughout the day you must plant accordingly. Familiar
flowering shrubs such as philadelphus, weigela, rosa and
syringa may not be the best choice.
Lack of flowers can also be a result of feeding. High nitrogen
fertilisers such as farmyard and stable manure stimulate leaf
growth which can be at the expense of flowers. So if a plant
is particularly lush and leafy and you know you applied lots of
manure recently, that could be the reason.

So what’s the solution?

Firstly do not prune. Leave the plant alone for a year at least.
Secondly do not feed with a high nitrogen fertiliser, especially
one which releases nitrogen into the soil quickly such as
farmyard manure or Growmore.
Then lightly cultivate the ground around the plant to remove
any weeds or competition and apply a couple of handfuls of
Sulphate of Potash and water it into the soil surface lightly.
Sulphate of Potash not only stimulates flower production, but
it also hardens growth and increases the plant’s resistance
to cold. You can do this at any time, however autumn is ideal,
especially for later flowering subjects such as hydrangeas and
hibiscus. In the case of wisteria, flower buds will already have
been initiated, so it may not be effective until the season after
next, rather than next spring.
To ensure that your
flowering shrubs and
climbers get all of the
nutrients they need feed
once a year with Vitax Q4
Fertiliser. The pellets are
easy to apply and can be
scattered around plants in
early spring, then gently
worked into the surface
using a hoe.
Vitax Q4 Fertiliser is especially beneficial if a shrub or climber
is reluctant to flower and is ideal applied three to four months
after you have applied sulphate of potash. You can use it on
anything apart from lime hating plants which should be fed
with Vitax Conifer and shrub Fertiliser.

Still no flowers?

In most cases the above treatment will work and an annual
application of Vitax Q4 is all that is needed to keep your plant
blooming year after year. Occasionally it is just a plant that
will not flower: then it is time to replace it with one that will
perform. That’s gardening!
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Andy McIndoe
Andy designs and advises on gardens of all sizes and has
been responsible for 25 Gold Medal winning exhibits at the
RHS Chelsea Flower Show. He and his wife Ros have a 2 acre
garden, Sandhill Farm in Hampshire which is open to groups
by appointment. Both keen gardeners their special interests
include trees and shrubs and using pots and containers for all
year round colour.

During 40 years’ experience selling garden products in garden
centres Andy has always recommended and used Vitax
products. Vitax Q4 fertiliser is his fertiliser of choice in his own
garden, his clients’ gardens and his recommendation to all
gardeners he advises.

Website: www.andymcindoe.com
Follow @AndyMcIndoe on twitter

Andy McIndoe is a practical horticulturist and
author. He lectures widely to garden groups
and horticultural societies, writes for various
magazines and publications and is a regular on
BBC local radio. His advice is based on practical
experience in just about all areas of gardening
from growing a few vegetables to showing orchids.

